
Key Bindings 
Button Effect 

M Toggle Music 

Mouse Wheel Up/Down Music Volume Up/Down 

I J K L Move Music Cube 

U Reset Cube Position 

F Toggle Free Camera 

WASD / Mouse Move Free Camera 

0 Toggle Delay Filter 

- / = -1,000 / +1,000 Samples of Delay 

[ / ] -10,000 / +10,000 Samples of Delay 

E Toggle Engine Sound 

Arrow Keys Move / Steer Car 

Task 1 – Delay Line DSP using a Circular Buffer 
I created a custom DSP that makes use of the callback method in the Initialise method. The part 

which does all the work is in the DelayDSPCallback method, starting on line 20 of Audio.cpp. This 

makes use of the separate circular buffer class I created. 

The circular buffer class is basically a wrapper for a float array, with methods to add to the end of 

the array and take out data from a specific index. It keeps track of the “tail”, which is the most 

recent index of data that has been entered. This “tail” value increments every time new data has 

been entered, and is mostly used in the AtPosition function. This function allows the user to extract 

information from any index, even if its above the array size by using the modulus function, creating a 

circular effect. 

The callback method takes values from the input buffer and puts it into the circular buffer. Then, 

depending on whether the filter is active or not, will put the most recent value from the circular 

buffer into the output buffer. This is only done when there is no delay, or if there aren’t enough 

samples in the circular buffer to create the delay effect. Once there are enough samples, the values 

of the most recent sample and the delayed sample are averaged and put into the outbuffer. This 

creates the delay effect. 

Task 2a 

3D Sound 
I have created a cube from which some music is being played from. The Dopplerscale has been set to 

50, to exaggerate the effect, otherwise its quite difficult to tell. Both the listener’s and cube’s 

position/velocity/direction passed to the FMOD system every frame in the Update method (Line 

242). This is where the set3DAttributes and the set3DListenerAttributes functions are called, which 

gives FMOD the information required to calculate the various audio effects. 

Dynamic Filter Control 
I have created another music channel, this one plays an engine sound that changes pitch depending 

on the player’s current speed. Another DSP is created, this time using a predefined pitchshift one. In 

the Update method (Line 232), the pitch gets shifted according to player speed. Volume is also 

scaled in order to make it sound right, because after pitch shifting the sound goes a lot quieter. 


